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**ABDUCTED 2...THE FINALE** The
Phelps wear masks of an inviting, very
charming couple with all of the right
intentions, but getting too close and
comfortable could cost you your life.
Kidnapping a Baptiste daughter is more
than the evil couple bargained for. Their
twisted obsession with death and money
may come with a price of exposure. The
Baptiste are not going to lie down without
a fight. A quest to find their daughter,
though dangerous, has become their soul
motivation. As the police do nothing, a
new twist fuels Laceys family to take
matters into their own hands, sending the
Phelps into a frenzy of desperate moves as
they feel the walls closing in on them.
More bloodshed, family lies and the
realization that blood money is not as
sweet as it seems is only the beginning of
this world wind of craziness. Have the
tables been turned on the Phelps? Or will
they reign victorious in the end? Abducted
2 is full of drama, suspense and jaw
dropping moments that will leave you
feeling satisfied.
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